Do you remember? → G23

Complete the sentences.

1. Holly and Luke ______________________________ in Brook Street.  not live
2. Holly and Luke ______________________________ in Brook Lane.  live
3. Holly ______________________________ pink.  usually wear
4. Jay ______________________________ at his uncle’s restaurant.  help
5. Dave ______________________________ at 6 a.m. every day.  not get up
6. Olivia ______________________________ to school.  not often walk
7. Luke’s parents ______________________________ Sherlock’s breakfast.  not usually make
8. Luke ______________________________ museums.  not usually like

Negative sentences → G23

Make negative sentences with don’t or doesn’t. Use these words to correct the sentence.

1. I do my homework in the kitchen.  bedroom
   I don’t do my homework in the kitchen. I do it in my bedroom.

2. My uncle lives in London.  Stuttgart

3. Holly usually watches a lot of TV.  play / guinea pigs

4. A train to London costs a lot.  cheap

5. You need a bus timetable.  go by bike

6. We like football.  swimming

7. Luke and Jay often play computer games together.  football